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03a Geometric Red has been released by XOOPSDesign.com for the XOOPS Community. It's
a clean style grey, white, red and black theme design. It's width is 90%, you can easily change
the width by changing the table#Main property in the CSS. We used the W3C Validator and it
passed the CSS and XHTML test with the theme installed in a xoops 2.0.13.2 installation with
just the News module. It may no longer pass the test depending on how your module templates
are and how you incorporate content to your site. The theme itself is valid so that's a good start
yet it is still a design based on tables which does not make it very accesible to the visually
impaired; eventually we'll be cleaning up the code more in future themes.

The PSD of the header was included.

So far it's been looking good in Firefox and Explorer.

To Download it please go to the free themes section at www.xoopsdesign.com , you have to
register first to have access to the download.

We hope you enjoy it!

http://www.xoopsdesign.com
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